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ABOUT
ADELHEID BERGIN

Adelheid Bergin is a Portland based careerwear label founded by 
Heidi Bergin. 

Bergin calls her A/W 2013 collection Bavarian Twilight. “It com-
bines the harsh elements of a German winter with the beauty and 
affluence of the Neuschwanstein castle,” she says.

“My customer is an industrious woman who needs the right 
garment for any one of her career related occasions. She faces a 
trade-off between stylish and appropriateness, a choice my line, 
AB, does not ask of her.”

ABOUT
THE DESIGNER

Bergin was born and raised in Oconomowoc, Wisc., a remote 
town less than fifteen square miles in size. Bergin left that behind 
when she graduated from University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 
with a business degree and aspirations of continuing education in 
apparel.

Her interest in fashion design comes from her parents: A mother 
who instilled a love for style and her father who was meticulous 
in his dress standards. 

adelheid.bergin@gmail.com

adelheidbergin.wordpress.com



The Promotion / 11001

Hemp/organic cotton stretch cambret* with cotton stretch sateen 
contrast. Deep slant pockets, exposed zip pocket, and pleating on left 
shoulder. Invisble zip closure down center back.

*Also available in 100% cotton stretch sateen.



The Executive / 11004

Knee length poly/rayon/spandex ponte knit with contrast band along 
bottom hem. Reinforced waistband and bell sleeve.



The Boardroom / 11003

Poly/rayon/spandex ponte knit dress with contrast band along bottom 
hem and skinny tencel jersey cowl. Reinforced waistband and 
gathered sleeve.



The Franchise Top / 12001

Boatneck poly/rayon/spandex ponte knit top with batwing sleeve and 
side panels. Length to high hip.

The Penciled-In Skirt / 13001

Cotton stretch sateen pencil skirt with high waistband and radiating 
pleats across front through back. Invisible zip closure.



The Signature / 11002

Cotton stretch sateen dress with invisible zip center front and invisible 
zip side seam closure. Batwing sleeve with side panels.
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